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ABSTRACT
Crime is a major issue, where the top need has been given by our government. An efficient analyzes of different
remote sensing techniques are accomplished for crime investigation. This research work proposes the utilization of
remote sensing strategies for the study of crime with the help of investigation tool. This paper stretches an indication
of the tools and techniques that are executed in the Crime with efficient technologies based on remote sensing. The
advances in carrying out the tool have promising enticement in the current changing crime situation and can be
utilized as a dominant tool by the authorization of law for crime analysis, detection and prevention.
Keywords: Crime analysis, Remote sensing, Tools, Techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
Criminology is an area that insides the scientific
analysis of the crime and criminal behavior and law
authorization and is a prepare that expects to recognize
crime characteristics. (1) It is one of the most
imperative fields where the utilization of remote
sensing procedures can produce critical results. Crime
analysis, a piece of criminology, is an undertaking that
incorporates investigating and detecting crimes and
their relationships with criminals. Crime incidents are
reported for every day is expanding significantly (2).
The Department of Police is the major association of
preventing crimes; it is exceptionally hard to discover a
nation without crime free society. The present society
has additionally packed with different kinds of the
crimes. The Police department is in control of
improving security, the public moved toward becoming
feel well-being, maintain order and keeping the silence.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
M.Ahmed and R.S.Salihu [10] proposed a
geographical information system and spatial database
of crime appearances which was used to determine the
hotspots. The crime was divided into four categories:
offence against the person, offence against property,
offence against authority and of-fence against local act.

ArcGIS version 9.3 was used for crime rate analysis.
The buffer zones of 2Kms were analyzed in need of
police stations
Robert et al. [11] Did survey across the domains of
Criminology/Crime Analysis and GI Science or
Cartography in order to characterize the current science
of spatiotemporal crime analysis. The results of this
study were used to design and implementation of
spatiotemporal pattern of crime mapping called Geo
VISTA Crime VIZ.
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Engineering Trends and Technology” (IJETT) –
Volume 9 Number 8 - Mar 2014.
Elizabeth R. Groff and Nancy G. La Vigne, [12] “Forecasting The Future of Predictive Crime Mapping”,
Crime Prevention Studies, volume 13, pp.29-57.

III. FACTORS OF CRIME
Criminologists have recognized a group of social,
economic, personal, and demographic factors and
statistic calculates that impact crime rate pattern.
Probably the most important factors recognized in
corporate
A.Biological
Biological factor was restored in the 1970s with the
disclosure of the XYY chromosome. In the wake of
this disclosure there were recommendations that men
with the additional Y chromosome are particularly
rough. Academic surveys of the proof at the time
neglected to bolster this guess. A later review gave
some proof that those with the XYY chromosome will
probably have a capture, record than those without such
a chromosome. All the more critically, by far most of
guys required in crime don't have an additional Y
chromosome. This component, consequently, is, best
case scenario just of minor importance to our
comprehension of crime.
1) B.Cybercrime
Internet fraud refers to the real utilization of Web
administrations to exhibit deceitful sales to imminent
casualties, to lead false exchanges. Email extortion,
propel expense misrepresentation, sentiment tricks,
business tricks, and other phishing tricks are the most
well-known and most generally utilized types of
wholesale fraud.
C. Organized crime
Organized crime is a gathering of people, either nearby,
national or worldwide, that take part in criminal
ventures to benefit. The basis behind why they are
framed shifts since they might be politically motivated,
financially motivated or a systematized criminal 'gang.
D. Environmental crime
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Environmental crime is an unlawful demonstration
which specifically hurts the earth. Worldwide bodies,
for example, the G8, Interpol, and EU, UN Condition
Customized and the UN Interregional crime and Equity
Exploration Organization have perceived the
accompanying natural violations:




Illegal wild life exchange exposed species in
contradiction to the Tradition on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora
(CITES);
Smuggling of Ozone depleting substances (ODS)
in negation to the 1987 Montreal Convention on
Substances that Drain the Ozone Layer;

E. Property Crime
Property crime incorporates violations which are not
coordinated, particularly at distinctive individuals. Or
maybe, these violations are gone for property. With
property crime, the property might be broken up or the
property might be damaged somehow. Normally
individuals are not harmed since the expectation is
regularly centered on getting or ruining the property
being referred to, yet it is conceivable that people might
be hurt, as in fire related crime.
F. Poverty and unemployment
Most reviews looking at the connection between
indigence, unemployment and crime have analyzed
crime rates in regions set apart by destitution and
unemployment instead of rates of cooperation in crime
by people who are poor or unemployed [10]. The issue
with this kind of research is that, all alone, it can't let us
know whether it is poor people and unemployed who
are perpetrating crime.

IV. CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES
The most mind stunning challenge for the police
department is examining crime with the presentation
progresses. Police association wherever has been
handled, care of huge measure of data and gigantic
volume of records. They require forced innovations to
deal with crime. A perfect crime acknowledgment
framework ought to [11].be utilized to recognize crime
pattern rapidly for future crime pattern recognition and
activity. Remote sensing strategy can help revelation of
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facts. During the time spent remote sensing, the most
imperative stride is the Geo spatial sensing.
The major awareness is to build up a crime
examination and mapping system that helps the police
department
1. Distinguishing crimes intentions and performs
crime analysis.
2. Provide data and Geo spatial trial results to define
systems for crime avoidance and decline.
3. Distinguish and analysis, basic crime patterns to
reduce promote events of comparable frequency.

Transformed
to GIS
Environment

Crime
Data

Set

Tactical crime investigation manages quick illegal
offenses (quick, hours, days, or weeks of the season of
the crime). It advances a brisk reaction to late offenses,
thefts and burglaries.[10] The strategic wrongdoing
investigation gives data to help operational work force
in the identification of wrongdoing patterns and in the
capture of criminal guilty parties.
a) Data used
The daily recorded crime data is used for the study. The
collected data set provides the following:
Location of the crime
Types of crime
Hotspot detection
Analysis of the safe zone places
Geo spatial information

VI. REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES AND
TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS OF CRIME

Analysis
Hotspot /
Crime
of crime
Safe
Analysis
factors
Zone
Fig: 1 Hotspot/Safe Zone Analysis
Analysis

(Above the diagram represented as hotspot
and safe zone analysis with GIS environment)

V. DATASET
A. Administrative Crime Analysis
Administrative crime investigation manages long to
extend examinations (quarterly, semi-every year or
every year).[15] Cases of authoritative wrongdoing
investigation
undertakings
incorporate
giving
monetary, geographic, and law authorization data to
police administration, City Organization, City Board,
and neighborhood/subject gatherings.
B. Strategic Crime Analysis

Remote sensing is basically used to find out GIS based
information. There are popular tools and techniques are
used. There are various remote sensing techniques
available as follows
A.Hotspot analysis
The dataset which contains property crime details is
represented as an individual point, geocoded by X and
Y Coordinates. Beyond these Co-ordinates each point
has further attributes describing the time of crime. [10]
To identify areas that are characterized by a higher
crime density than other areas, hotspot analysis is
evaluated.
A hot spot is an arena that Receives a greater than
ordinary value of crime issues, therefore the Hotspot is
defined by Sherman (1995) As small Places in which
the occurrence of criminal offense is so frequent that it
is highly predictable, at least over one year Period of
time.

Strategic crime investigation is essentially concerned
with operational methodologies furthermore, looks for Table: 1 Crime Analysis of existing tools and techniques
answers for progressing issues [12] (weeks, months,
quarters, or years). The reason for vital wrongdoing
investigation is to perform police benefit all the more
viably and proficiently by matching benefit conveyance
to requests for administration.
C. Tactical Crime Analysis
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Digital Techniques

Remote sensing Techniques and
Tools

Hotspot analysis

Interpolation

method

apparatus is utilized to envision, explore, control, and
break down Geo-realistic crime datasets.
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B. Kernel Density Estimation
The kernel density itself calculates a magnitude per unit
area of crime point features using a kernel function to
fit a smoothly tapered surface. The same method, that
is, the kernel density smoothing was also utilized for
the crime safe zone mapping [7] [8].Hot spot analysis
is accomplished by transforming the discrete point
distribution of crime scenes to a continuous surface of
crime scene density. Based on a given point dataset,
this technique calculates a grid whose cell values
represent density values related to a certain surface
measure.
C. Inverse Distance Weighted
Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) introduction method
was utilized which does not consider the real surface
estimations of north, south course and the interrupted
surface will consciously outside the real surface range.
Inverse Distance Weighted and merged work of Radial
proposition Function and Triangular with Linear
insertion strategy [8] [9]. Introduction is typically
utilized as a raster operation, however utilizing a TIN
(Triangulated Irregular Networks) surface model it can
be utilized as vector operation. There are a few surely
understood addition, procedures.
D. Linear Interpolation Method
Linear interpolation technique is to provide an
adaptable structure and furthermore set of n points is
processed in the plane. The exploratory review by
applying RBF proposes that the accuracy of crime
mapping is being expanded. [10] Here also used
Quantum Geographic Information System (QGIS)
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Fig: 2 High intensity and low intensity of property crime
over three year period of time in Chennai city
Source [Assessment of Crime & its Mapping Using Remote
Sensing & 3D Geo-Spatial Model for Chennai City]

VII.

CONCLUSION

This paper that we analyze about the techniques
implemented in remote sensing by using crime data.
Here analyzed crime primary and secondary database.
And given the details about where get data resource.
Types of crime and factors of crimes how it handles by
remote sensing tool. It is very useful to detect crime
patterns and analyze crime analysis. It reduces further
occurrence of similar incidences. It formulates
strategies for crime prevention and deduction.
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